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Ground vs. space, not a fair comparison?
>109 >106
•Direct imaging of high contrast objects:
• Huge contrast ratio: 
➡Earth-like exoplanet: 2x107 (10µm) & 1010 (vis.)
•  High angular resolution
• Small inner working angle
• High dynamic range
• Wavefront quality
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coincident with the domain of influence of the adaptive optics sys-
tem’s deformable mirror (which should extend to about 2.4 arc-
seconds). The green dashed curve shows our final 4s contrast
detection limit after the last step of reference star subtraction with
the LOCI algorithm. A relatively flat 4s detection limit of around
23 1025 is seen atmost radii beyond our inner cut-off of 1l/D, owing
to the contribution of the background.This contrast level corresponds
to an equivalent 1s wavefront error of around 7 nm root-mean-
square, slightly more than an order of magnitude below the starting
value. Our final detection limit is also within a factor of two of
the statistical photon noise expected from the coronagraphically
attenuated starlight and the background, given by the blue dashed
curve. On bright stars under good seeing conditions, contrasts several
times better than this should be possible with the well-corrected
subaperture.
Large telescopes currently typically reach contrasts of about 1024 to
1025 at smallest angular separations from stars of the order of 10l/D.
Detections closer to stars with much less demanding contrast differ-
ences are of course possible11,22. The Keck discovery images1 (for
example Fig. 3) provide a very good example of current capabilities.
In Fig. 3, an inner region with a radius of around 0.4499, or about 10l/
D, is blanked out as inaccessible. Our ability to detect planets at con-
trasts of a few 1025 in to around 1l/D (see Fig. 2; note that the
theoretical half-power transmission7,18 of a vortex is about 0.9l/D)
is thus clearly a step forward, demonstrating that a small aperture can
reach smallest angles (about 300milliarcseconds) comparable to those
that the largest telescopes can reach, by combining a coronagraph
intrinsically capable of reaching small angles with a high degree of
wavefront correction, so as to push the contrast profile both inward
and downward.
Table 1 gives the measured positions and fluxes of the three detected
HR8799 planets, and Fig. 2 shows the decade-long orbital shift of
HR8799b relative to the published Hubble Space telescope image2.
The inner ‘c’ and ‘d’ planets were not detected by Hubble, and our
positional errorbars arenot yet small enough todetect significantorbital
motions for planets ‘c’ and ‘d’ relative tomore recent images from large
ground-based telescopes, because astrometric accuracy is inversely pro-
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Figure 2 | Final image of HR8799 and concomitant stellar point spread
function profiles and limiting contrast curves. a, Final calibrated image of
the HR8799 system obtained with the Ks-band vector vortex coronagraph
on the well-corrected subaperture. The residual point spread function
subtraction was performed with the LOCI algorithm20 using two reference
stars (SAO 91022 and 108402) with V and Kmagnitudes similar to HR8799.
The exposure time for each star was 800 s. The stellar position ismarkedwith
a large cross, and the central 300milliarcseconds (1l/D) radius region inside
the dashed circle is blanked out. The position of HR 8799b during the 1998
Hubble observations2 is shown by the small cross. Off-axis astrometry errors
are dominated by plate scale and orientation uncertainties resulting from the
limited numbers of reference binary stars observeduntil now.b, Azimuthally
averaged point spread function profiles and limiting contrast curves. The
black solid curve is the azimuthally averaged non-coronagraphic point
spread function profile, and the blue solid curve is the azimuthal average of
the post-coronagraph residual point spread function profile. The black
dashed curve gives the 4s azimuthal variations in the non-coronagraphic
point spread function. The red dashed curve shows the radial dependence of
the post-vortex semi-static speckle 4s noise level after the modified
Gerchberg–Saxton phase retrieval algorithm17 (obtained from the blue solid
curve by subtracting the median-filtered residual point spread function).
The green dashed curve shows the azimuthally averaged 4s detection limit
after reference-star subtraction with LOCI, and the blue dashed curve shows
the 4s photon noise estimated from the residual stellar flux and background.
Flux accuracies are limited mostly by speckle variations and the reference-
star subtraction procedure; in comparison, photometric errors due to Strehl






18 September 2008 UT
Figure 3 | Keck Ks-band image of HR8799. UT, Universal Time. The central
blanked-off region has a radius of around 0.4499 or about 10l/D. The
positions from this image1 are [1.52599, 0.79699] for b, [20.65999, 0.70899] for
c and [20.22199,20.58199] for d, with errors on each coordinate of60.00399.
The Ks magnitudes
1 are 14.056 0.08 for b; 13.136 0.08 for c and
13.116 0.12 for d. Image courtesy of C. Marois and the National Research
Council Canada and Keck Observatory.











B 1.7286 0.095 62.96 1.5 1.5396 0.042 0.7876 0.061 14.06 0.5
C 0.9986 0.059 315.96 1.5 20. 6956 0.053 0.7176 0.053 12.86 0.2
D 0.6436 0.035 197.56 1.5 20.1936 0.065 20.6136 0.034 13.06 0.3
RA, right ascension. Dec., declination.
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JWST/ MIRI
• Mid-InfraRed Instrument (5-27µm)
• FQPM Coronagraph. @ 11.4µm
• λ/D ≈ 0.36’’
• FOV ≈ 15’’
VLT/SPHERE
• Extreme adaptive optics (XAO)
• FQPM Coronagraphs @ 1.6µm
• λ/D ≈ 40 mas
• FOV ≈ 5.5’’
L30 G. Chauvin et al.: A companion to AB Pic at the planet/brown dwarf boundary
Table 1. Observing Log.
Name UT date Tot. exp. time Filter Camera Mode Strehl Seeing Airmass Remarks
(%) (arcsec)
Classical imaging and coronagraphy
AB Pic A 17/03/2003 60 × 2 s NB1.24 S13 classical 12 0.75 1.32 science
17/03/2003 120 × 0.5 s NB1.75 S13 classical 25 0.80 1.22 science
17/03/2003 100 × 0.35 s NB2.17 S27 classical 32 0.80 1.31 science
AB Pic b 17/03/2003 18 × 30 s J S13 coronagraphy 12 0.75 1.27 science
17/03/2003 5 × 30 s H S13 coronagraphy 25 0.80 1.28 science
17/03/2003 3 × 20 s Ks S27 coronagraphy 32 0.80 1.30 science
θ Ori 1 C 16/03/2003 12 × 10 s NB1.75 S13 coronagraphy 37 1.00 1.12 astrometric std
AB Pic A 05/03/2004 10 × 1 s NB1.75 S13 classical 20 1.00 1.20 science
AB Pic b 05/03/2004 4 × 30 s H S13 coronagraphy 20 1.10 1.20 science
θ Ori 1 C 05/03/2004 10 × 12 s H S13 coronagraphy 38 1.10 1.15 astrometric std
AB Pic A 25/09/2004 2 × 5 s H+ ND S13 classical 27 0.74 1.28 science
AB Pic b 25/09/2004 3 × 20 s H S13 coronagraphy 27 0.75 1.28 science
θ Ori 1 C 25/09/2004 4 × 0.8 s H S13 coronagraphy 24 0.85 1.15 astrometric std
Spectroscopy
AB Pic b 03/12/2004 16 × 300 s SHK S54 Rλ = 550 na 0.87 1.26 science




Fig. 1. Ks-band coronagraphic image of AB Pic A and b acquired on
17 March 2003 with an occulting mask of diameter 1.4′′.
S13 camera were found on 16 March 2003, 5 March 2004 and
25 September 2004 respectively at −0.05◦, 0.04◦, 0.20◦ east of
the vertical with an uncertainty of 0.10◦. The pixel scale was
found to be relatively stable in time with values of 13.21 ±
0.11 mas, 13.24 ± 0.05 mas and 13.23 ± 0.09 mas.
The NACO spectroscopic observations of AB Pic b were
obtained on 3 December 2004, using the low resolution (Rλ =
550) grism with the 86 mas slit, the S54 camera (54 mas/pixel)
and the SHK filter covering the entire spectral range be-
tween 1.39 and 2.52 µm. The telluric standard star HIP 33632
(B6V) was also observed. After substracting the sky and divid-
ing by a flat field using eclipse (Devillard 1997), the spectra of
AB Pic b and HIP 33632 were extracted and calibrated in wave-
length with IRAF/DOSLIT. To calibrate the relative throughput
Table 2. Photometry of AB Pic A and b.
Component J H K
(mag) (mag) (mag)
AB Pic Aa 7.58 +− 0.03 7.09 +− 0.03 6.98 +− 0.03
AB Pic bb 16.18 +− 0.10 14.69 +− 0.10 14.14 +− 0.08
a From the 2MASS All-Sky Catalog of Point Sources (Cutri et al.
2003).
b From a and NACO measurements presented in this work.
of the atmosphere and the instrument, we divided the extracted
spectrum of AB Pic b by the spectrum of HIP 33632. To re-
store the continuum shape, we then multiplied by a composite
spectrum of a B6IV star taken from a library of stellar spectra
(Pickles 1998).
3. Companionship confirmation
To verify that AB Pic A and b were comoving together in
the sky and thus physically bound, their relative positions
were determined on 17 March 2003, 5 March 2004 and
25 September 2004 (see Table 3). We then took into account the
proper motion of AB Pic A from the Tycho catalog Høg et al.
(2000): µα = 15.9 ± 1.2 mas/yr and µδ = 46.2 ± 1.2 mas/yr,
its expected parallactic motion and the detector calibrations at
each epoch (platescale and detector orientation, see Sect. 2).
The expected variations in separation and position angle in
the case of a bound companion and of a background station-
ary object are shown in Fig. 2. The maximal orbital motion of
AB Pic b from March 2003 to September 2004 is <12 mas. In
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E-ELT/EPICS




Contrast ~ 10-3-10-4 Contrast ~ 10-6 Contrast ~ 10-9 
Kasper 09
• Vis-NIR imager and spectrograph
• Extreme adaptive optics (XAO)
• Coronagraphs (0.95-1.65µm)
• λ/D ≈ 8 mas
• FOV ≈ 0.4’’
Performance comparison around 
young MS M-K stars
 Most abundant stellar type
 Planetary systems not well known
 Planet formation/migration similar to Sun-like stars?
 Currently a hot topic
 RV and transit surveys starting
 Prospects for super-Earths in habitable zones
 Low luminosity
 For a given contrast, fainter planets can be imaged
Why young main sequence stars?
“Main sequence”
 Thick disks have disappeared
 Planetary systems mostly formed
“Young”
 Planets are still warm and luminous        easier
○ Cooling models poorly constrained
 Moving groups and associations
○ Nearby (typically 20 – 50 pc)
























1. Age, distance and magnitude
2. Coro. profile ⇒ contrast
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3. ⇒ Companion magnitude 
4. Evol. model ⇒ mass 
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moving group - 12Myr, (ii) the Tucana-Horologium association - 30Myr and (iii) the AB Doradus
moving group - 50Myr. The visible and near infrared magnitudes of these stars are well known.
However, their magnitude in the N band is way more difficult to find. Therefore, as their spectral
types and thus their effective temperatures are known, we computed their N magnitude assuming
a blackbody distribution and scaling the resulting curve to mach the V and K magnitudes that are
well known (see Tab. 4).
3. Exoplanetary models







































MIRI 1st spectral band
MIRI 2nd spectral band
MIRI 3rd spectral band
Figure 1. Absolute magnitude of companions in a system aged of 10Myr using the
Baraffe et al. 2003 evolutionary models. The magnitudes for wavelengths above
5µm are obtained by computing the blackbody distribution at 15.5µm where the
brightness is supposed to be an almost perfect blackbody (no features) and by
interpolating the magnitudes between 5 and 15.5µm. (Hanot et al. 2009, in prep.)
The models used to assess the magnitudes of the exoplanets in these young stellar systems are
the one of Baraffe et al. 2003 for the giant exoplanets and the one of Baraffe et al. 2008 for
the exoplanets having a mass between Neptune and Jupiter. For the giant exoplanetary models,
the only parameter is the age of the system. The absolute magnitudes from the visible to the
M band, the effective temperature and the radius of the planets are then given as a function of
their masses, and assuming a composition of heavy material of 2%. To assess the sensitivity of the










 Ref subtraction + SDI



























SDI + ref subtraction






 Ref subtraction + SDI
EPICS
 Ref subtraction + SDI + Pol.
EPICS M0V, 10pc, 12 MYr, 1h
Courtesy C. Verinaud























AU Mic 9.9 12 M1Ve 8.8 2 0.50 5 0.30 10 0.16 25 0.10
TWA 8A 21.0 8 M3Ve 12.2 4 0.40 11 0.25 21 0.19 53 0.16
TWA 8B 21.0 8 M5 15.2 4 0.33 11 0.23 21 0.18 53 0.17
WW PsA 23.6 12 M4 12.2 5 0.50 12 0.30 24 0.21 59 0.20
CD‐57 1054 26.3 12 M0/1 10.0 5 0.80 13 0.50 26 0.25 66 0.23
V1005 Ori 26.7 12 M0.5V 10.1 5 0.80 13 0.50 27 0.25 67 0.23
TWA 12 32.0 8 M1Ve 12.9 6 0.80 16 0.45 32 0.26 80 0.25
CPD‐66 3080B 31.4 12 M3Ve 12.7 6 0.80 16 0.42 31 0.28 79 0.27
TWA 7 38.0 8 M2Ve 11.7 8 0.90 19 0.52 38 0.30 95 0.28
GJ 4020 A 24.0 50 M0 10.2 5 2.00 12 1.10 24 0.60 60 0.50
GJ 9809 24.9 50 M0 10.9 5 2.00 12 1.10 25 0.60 62 0.50
CT Tuc 37.5 30 M0Ve 11.5 7 1.70 19 0.95 37 0.55 94 0.50
0.2” 0.5” 1.0” 2.0”
Comparison with NIRCam
MIRI better than NIRCam for planets <1.5’’ (~40AU)
Only MIRI can access planets <0.8’’ (~20AU)
MIRI vs SPHERE
Most M stars too faint for SPHERE’s AO 
SPHERE more sensitive <0.5’’
0.2’’ 2’’
MIRI vs SPHERE vs EPICS
Most M stars too faint for EPICS’s AO too
EPICS always more sensitive
EPICS FOV ≈ MIRI IWA
0.2’’ 2’’
Ground-based L band coronagraphy?
Why?
• Strehl much better
• Background still OK
• IWFS => Fainter stars




- MIRI can detect Neptune size planets around M stars
- Ground based telescopes limited by AO sensitivity
- SPHERE sensitive to hot jupiters
- EPICS even more sensitive (super-Earth) but small FOV
- What about L band phase mask coronagraphs?
- What about dedicated space-based coronagraphs? 
- What about advanced subtraction methods?
Backup sides
H2 H3
• Cool planets : Teff = 130K
• H2/H3 contrast important
Sudarsky et al. 2003
Backup sides
• Hot planets : Teff = 1000K
• H2/H3 contrast low
Sudarsky et al. 2003
H2 H3
